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of God and the universe. A basic agreement among Christian Catholics and Christian
Protestants linked them closely together against the world view of empirical science.
Both accepted a universe created by God in which man played a role assigned to him
by God. Both accepted the distinction between a supernatural world and a natural
world, of which the supernatural was by far the more important.
Both Catholics and Protestants believed that man's nature consisted of a spiritual
soul and a material body, and man's chief end is, of course, the salvation of his
immortal soul. Calvinists and Jansenists tended to dwell upon the doctrine of original
sin, but this was largely a matter of emphasis, for most Christians of the day would
have denied a suggestion that man is inherently good or that he is born neither good
nor bad. Both Catholics and Protestants agreed that the ultimate judgment of man's
success upon this earth does not come until the next world. Both would have joined
against a doctrine that preached that man's ultimate justification comes from the
social good that he is able to accomplish on earth.
Both Catholics and Protestants agreed that man's primary aim in education was
to arrive at a true knowledge of God's laws and commandments. If the Protestants
objected to the educational system of the Catholics, their remedy was primarily to set
up a system of language study whereby they could read the word of God for
themselves in the pietas litterata, unfettered by the commentaries and interpretations
of Catholic scholars. Knowledge of the physical world was considered by both as far
less important than knowledge of the spiritual and moral world. The learning process
was conceived by both Catholics and Protestants to be most effectively conducted by
a kind of mental and moral discipline, achieved principally through the study of
language and literature in which reading and memorizing were paramount. Both
Catholics and Protestants were in large part opposed to the implications of much of
the new science.
In their ambivalence toward the works of Dame Reason, favoring her when she
spoke through virtuous classical literature but condemning her when she spoke
through empirical science, the Protestant reformers were scarcely promoting the
modern. Rather, they were maintaining strong conserving links with the medieval
tradition. Franklin Le Van Baumer summarizes the case very nicely:
The Protestants believed firmly in all the general features of the Christian
Epic. In their world, as in the Middle Ages, supernatural revelation, miracles, and
witches were taken for granted. In the sixteenth century, the majority stressed
faith rather than reason, opposed religious toleration, and were indifferent, and
sometimes hostile, to natural science and free inquiry.
Clearly, Protestantism belonged to the same genus of thought as medieval
Catholicism. ... as Troeltsch has pointed out, sixteenth-century Protestantism
stood for a "church civilization," i.e., a civilization in which an infallible and
historic church claims the right to regulate society (either directly, or indirectly
through the state) from the standpoint of supernatural revelation. ... And from
the title to save souls followed logically the claim to discipline men in all their
wordly activities, whether in education or politics and business.22
22Franklin LeVan Baumer, Main Currents of Western Thought, Knopf, New York, 1970, p. 168.

